
MUS 1140 – Dr. Adduci  
Cadences 

 
A cadence is the musical event that occurs at the end of every phrase of music. All phrases end in a cadence; 
some more modern composers deliberately avoid cadences, but this only works because the vast majority of 
phrases have a clear cadence ending. Some cadences provide a weak ending or sense of incompleteness to the 
phrase, leaving the listener expecting more music to come. Some cadences give a strong phrase ending, giving the 
listener a sense of conclusion.  

• The cadence is made up of the final two harmonies of the phrase, and cadences are classified by the types 
of harmony they contain.  

• In the common practice period there are four categories of cadence. In earlier music there are other 
types, and in the modern era there are still others; that will be a subject for a later class.  

• When analyzing cadences, the chords’ functions are the important thing, not the quality of the chords or 
their inversions (except for Authentic cadences; see below).  

• These cadences work the same in Major and minor keys (Roman numeral examples below are in Major).  
• The chords may be triads or seventh chords. 

 
Common-Practice Cadences: 

 
Authentic: the harmony is Dominant to Tonic. There are two subcategories, based on chord root and inversion. 

• Perfect Authentic Cadence (PAC): Strong. This is a very strict 
category: 

o The harmony is V to I only, not viio to I.  
o Both chords are in root position only. 
o The soprano voice (melody) ends on the tonic pitch 

(Do). 
 
Imperfect Authentic Cadence (IAC): Weak or strong. This is a 
broader category of authentic cadence. 

o The harmony is either V or viio to I, 
o One or both chords are inverted,  
o And/or the soprano does not end on the tonic (Do). 

 
 
Plagal Cadence (PC): Strong. 

o The harmony is IV to I. 
 
 
 
 
Half Cadence (HC): Weak. 

o The phrase ends on V. The first chord of the cadence 
could be anything, as long as it finishes on V. 

 
Deceptive Cadence (DC): Weak. 

o The harmony is V to vi. 
o It works best in a Major key, with both chords in root 

position, but it also works in minor and with inversions. 
o The cadence is “deceptive” because vi has two notes in 

common with I, so the listener is expecting an 
authentic cadence. 


